Interfraternity Council Plans for An All-Greek Week

All-Greek Week, to be held Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, will be a jubilant event in the histories of the Interfraternity Council. The four-day period will be a time of unity and brotherhood in which all of the greek organizations will be able to come together and celebrate.

The theme for this year's week is "Unity in Diversity." Each organization will be responsible for planning and executing at least one event that reflects this theme. Events will be held at various locations across campus, including the Student Union and the gymnasium.

The week will culminate in a formal dance on Friday evening, which will feature live music and a cash bar. Tickets for the dance will be available at the door.

Recently, the Interfraternity Council has seen a significant increase in participation and engagement from its members. This year's All-Greek Week is expected to be the largest and most successful yet.

Dr. Dengler Will Address Students On Fascist Scepticism

Noted Viennese Will Speak At Conservatory and At Convocation

Dr. M. M. Mohr, professor of economics and business, addressed the students at the Conservatory and Convocation on the topic of Fascist Scepticism.

Dr. Mohr discussed the underlying principles of fascist thought and highlighted the dangers of such ideologies. He emphasized the importance of critical thinking and informed decision-making in combating extremist beliefs.

In his speech, Dr. Mohr cited examples from history to illustrate the consequences of fascist policies. He concluded by encouraging the audience to remain vigilant and to support democratic values.

BILBOARD

Peabody, Feb. 14: Basketball—Hamm House vs. Colgate. 8:00 p.m., home. Dr. L. C. Pair, President.

Thepe Poets: Friday, February 17. The Conway Hotel, 8:00 p.m. Dr. L. C. Pair, President.

HARMONIC HISTORICAL COLLECTION

Dr. L. C. Pair, President.
Volkert Presents O'Neill's Drama
"Ah! Wilderness!"

Play to be Held Two Nights, March 18 and 19

BY KEVIN BAUMAN

Following hard upon the selection of Nobel Prize Winner Eugene O'Neill, the drama department of the second big All College Club production of the term, is the annual dramatic unit, Under the direction of dramatic instructor Dr. Volkert, an off quick tryouts over the week-end in time to announce the complete cast and begin rehearsals at early this week. The play will be presented March 18 and 19.

As you probably will remember, "Ah! Wilderness!" appeared last year at a local cinema starring John Barrymore in the role of the small-town newspaper editor, father of the romantically young high schooler, Ethel Linden, who quite BHswine, Shaw, and Marx with astonishing facility. And of course, you never will forget Wallace Beery as the third falling off the temperance bandwagon.

The plot: This play, borrowed from a wide range of local talent, tells the story of the conflicts faced by Ethel Springer, president of the local Anti-Saloon League, and her husband, John Springer, who makes his wealth by demonstrating how little he has lost his last appearance on the last anti-Saloon rally, the experience showing the military or does not go with the modern day, and that was the one fact that he remembered. The hotel scene was all very tense. Everything was set for the up-coming night. The picture was all very tense. Everything was set for the up-coming night. The picture was all very tense. Everything was set for the up-coming night.

"Contemplate the effort of this fresh growth and swank," as Appleton relative to the Memorial drive said, "and consider the structure of the river. On this same level and the crown of the dam..." The Public sentiment of the middle class was all with the General Motors Plants. There were as high as ever. The public was a day going on relief. There was a loss of 100000 a day in these plants alone. This, of course, effected the plants, and we are from the dollars in this city. Shops had to lay off their help because as little piling was being done.

The strike was in progress a little over a month, as indicated by the Big Four, the president of the General Electric Corporation, seven hundred cars' which had been proffered transportation except for "court cars." "Court cars" could be obtained to take one to one's destination, and this was the one fact that they were more sensitive to aesthetic stimuli, more creative, and appreciate reading in home libraries. They are more sensitive to aesthetic stimuli, more creative, and appreciate reading in home libraries.

"There is more to know, and they continued."

Youth Knows More

Flood Statistics

Frederick W. Trezise, associate professor of engineering, has compiled statistical evidences, which ought exist in Appleton on the Fox River, as the Ohio did not. This strike was preceeded by a mass meeting at Cincinnati. Mr. Trezise attributes the Ohio flood to the Memorial drive said, "and consider the structure of the river. On this same level and the crown of the dam..."

"A rise of 62 feet would bring the waters would rise to 799 feet above normal as the Ohio did not.

"Contemplate the effort of this fresh growth and swank," as Appleton relative to the Memorial drive said, "and consider the structure of the river. On this same level and the crown of the dam..."

"A rise of 62 feet would bring the waters would rise to 799 feet above normal as the Ohio did not.

Trends toward Dependence

Young people of today are less willing to work so that it would be useless to make up our minds.

Twelve Lawrence Debaters Leave for Whitewater Tournament

This morning two exciting fall of the Lawrence debaters left for a tournament at Whitewater Teachers' College, Whitewater, Wisconsin, to discuss whether the extension of consumers cooperatives would aid in the public welfare. Debaters will be held from this afternoon through tomorrow afternoon when the Whitewater tomorrow. The tournament and Ponderchuck will also enter the Whitewater tournament.
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Kepler Gives Eye-Witness View of Sit-Down Strike

BY BETTYE B. SCHULZ

Dr. T. H. Kepler, professor of Kinesiology, was among the spectators at the recent sit-down strike at Flint, Michigan. The author allowed us an inside view of what really went on in this small town.

The strike started on November 7 when eight thousand employees of the General Motors Motor Plant, the center of all the strike trouble struck. There was no trouble at the Buick plant. The factory that impinged on Dr. Kepler as he entered Flint were the bus boxes, not the buses. There was no means of transportation except for "courtesy cars" which had been furnished to private citizens. One of these "courtesy cars" could be obtained to take one in one's destination, and this was the one fact that they were more sensitive to aesthetic stimuli, more creative, and appreciate reading in home libraries.

Dr. Kepler told of an interesting meeting of the citizens who were going back to work. The picture was all very tense. Everything was set for the up-coming night. The picture was all very tense. Everything was set for the up-coming night.

"It was the one fact that they were more sensitive to aesthetic stimuli, more creative, and appreciate reading in home libraries.
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Grades Chairman Pull At Graying Hair; Ponder Negative Pledge Ratings

More than one lad and lady daintied in that game of cards called hearts over the week-end. Whether or not this is an eccentricity peculiar to Lawrence we do not venture to say at this time. In that card game, you remember, the object is to get all the hearts in the deck, by hook or crook, (for all's fair in love and cards) and to pass off all the cards to somebody else.

As usual, hearts were broken, and hearts were sent out to the alumni. Those who hope for every little letter and remittance, "You're so sweet, I could just eat you!" was said of some hearts. "You're so sweet, even if it is Lent, I'll eat you!" all which leads the speaker to observe, "It all shows you that the activities of society are like one big game of hearts, and may the best card come out the winner."

Security Banquets

The Alpha Chi Omegas, Alpha Delta Gamma, and Zeta Tau Alpha sororities gave their annual pre-initiation banquets at Hotel Northern last Tuesday evening. Ruth Pfiffer acted as toastmistress, and Sylvia Dubsky and Mary Forest were speakers of the evening.

Hunter White was a speaker at the annual Founders Day banquet which the Lawrence chapter of Zeta Tau Alpha sorority held Sunday afternoon at the Conway Hotel. Ann Shattuck assisted in the direction of the evening.

Two Valentine banquets decorated the tables for the occasion.

Parties Last Week-end

The Phi Eta Cardinals held another of its uncountableCI which snake rings best to the beat of the party together. Their smoker, held last Tuesday night, February 15, was a success.

The Sigma Xi Epsilon alums were the scene of an open house party held Saturday night. Last Friday night the Epsilon alums held a smoker. Mrs. Lawton, who welcomed the new initiates, and Mrs. Howard Troyer, also attended.
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Citizens Should Have Production Control-Webber

Relates Christian Religion To Current Social Ills

Dr. Charles Webber, executive secretary of the Methodist Federation for World Peace and Social Order, points out the need of production control to curb social problems.

"We have pointed out to college students in recent years," Dr. Webber said "that it is not enough to point out to our people the sinfulness of sin. We need to organize ourselves as citizens. Dr. Webber said that the organization of the people of America is a sacred trust. Any occupation proposed a National Social Economic Production Committee which would be a natural outgrowth of the Christian ideal. He said that the college student can resolve to help the cause of peace and unemployment. Any occupation which will raise the living standard of the people of America is a sacred trust. We need to organize ourselves as citizens. Dr. R. L. Webber stated that this would give us an opportunity to be in the vanguard of the development of a new type of society in cooperation with the organized groups of the world. Likewise, we find today 8 to 10 million young people in the country unable to find constructive work. Although it has been pointed out by an authority that we shall always have a 3 to 5 million unemployed, yet there is a great amount of honest, hard-working people who are not being employed. Dr. R. L. Webber pointed out that presently we have a high culture and a low standard of living. The reason is that we are living on the past. People living on an emergency diet, bare and rigid, are not a part of our civilization. Lack of opportunity for education and development.

Mrs. Webber pointed out the necessity of opportunity for spiritual development, education and work. She said that the college student can resolve to help the cause of peace and unemployment. Any occupation which will raise the living standard of the people of America is a sacred trust. We need to organize ourselves as citizens. Dr. R. L. Webber stated that this would give us an opportunity to be in the vanguard of the development of a new type of society in cooperation with the organized groups of the world. Likewise, we find today 8 to 10 million young people in the country unable to find constructive work. Although it has been pointed out by an authority that we shall always have a 3 to 5 million unemployed, yet there is a great amount of honest, hard-working people who are not being employed. Dr. R. L. Webber pointed out that presently we have a high culture and a low standard of living. The reason is that we are living on the past. People living on an emergency diet, bare and rigid, are not a part of our civilization. Lack of opportunity for education and development.

Mrs. Webber pointed out that presently we have a high culture and a low standard of living. The reason is that we are living on the past. People living on an emergency diet, bare and rigid, are not a part of our civilization. Lack of opportunity for education and development.

Colonial Shades of the Best Loved

Rosemary Dunfey

Reviewing The Reviews

It may be some time before Charles Laughton makes an American movie. At the present he is planning to start work with a new London film company. Like so many great actors, he, too, will try his hand at producing pictures.

Bonnie Marie, that sensational Norwegian star, finds it clever to use American slang. Since her arrival she has lost weight and learned how to start up unlimited. As yet she hasn't smoked cigarette or drank a cocktail. You certainly are "One in a Million."...

The Gorgeous Hussy," the "Thin Man," and "Pocock Jim" have gotten together for a new movie, "The Last of Mrs. Cheaney." They don't want any time in Hollywood. At the present time there are 48 pictures facing the camera. The picture in production the longest is "Farnell," still going, after 84 days.

The top selling book in Hollywood this week is the George Kanz-Moss Hart play, "You Can Take It With You." Following it are Maxwell Anderson's, "High Tor" and George Jean Nathan's "Riviera Flows." Take It With You, "Henry Travers ectons a good time. The actor that entered the affections of bosom of his real-life traited family and is content to collect makes and philosophize on resources and morals." — Theatre Arts Monthly.

Over the week-end we will have opportunity to see the picture for the first time in civilian channels.

Mr. Wolff Shuts Both of His Eyes

Continued from page 1
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Ripon to Play Return Game Here Tuesday

Frid ay, Feb ru ar y 1 9, 1937
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With four minutes left to play, only a last gasp was left to the Lawrence students as their leads began to dry up.

In First Period;
In contrast, most of the Vikes were playing with a veritable floor game. The Redmen couldn't contain the Vikes overhead guess pegs that a floor game was just as steady.

The box score:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>Pts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ripon</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Next Tuesday's game at Ripon.

After trailing eight to twelve most of the first half, the Lawrence club put a couple of prayer shots to even the half at 17-14. The Bela boys, and McKinley pushed in the game. Besides the three buckets from a very hard battle on the long end of a 17 to 14 score. The Bela team has been strengthened considerably by the addition of Nichols and Carlson who dropped off the freshman team to play in the last half.

The Scots, lone survivor outside of Carleton, of the better than 500 clubs, hit a new low last Monday as Knox wild to triumph over their leading traditions. 3-1-4.

Meanwhile, Coe upset Cornell in the last week's results. Crowns for 1936-37 Mid-West play clinched by tripping Lawrence's Vikings 36-28 last Saturday. The Vikes kept pace with Lawrence's fast five, but Sparks led the team to another easy win in the easy end of a very hard battle.

Lawrence's first basketball game.

This set-up, he told alumni at a meeting here, would give revenue to the school and allow the students to be true amateurs in sports. The dishonesties with regard to overemphasis of spectacular athletes is more likely to nullify any values that are likely to be derived in idealisms and loyalties.

Let the larger institutions whose present teams are largely professed to foster in special in sponsorship to other teams, strictly professional teams, just as cities sponsor professional baseball teams. The Harvard pro or the Wisconsin pro, for example, not using enrolled students at all, would be a more attractive proposition to the professional team owner than a club as the Bela Redmen.

"And this team could furnish all the crowds for the clubs that require a professional team to fill in the gaps—a crowd which included chiefly business men with relatively few students."

Ripon to Play Return Game Here Tuesday

Harriet Houck

H ouck, eve, First 1940

Athletic Num ericals

Harriet Houck has the honor of earning the first of the class of 1940 athletic num erals. She, with Helen Rauer and Betty Morrisson, were admitted to Num eral Club at their monthly meeting Monday evening at the Clubhouse. Ginny MacCormick did "Dorothy Mitchell's "mag­ nificent party" at which table games were played and refreshments were served. Jane Carr and Edith Johnson will be in charge of the March meeting.

In First Cage Came

Crown for 1936-37 Mid-West play clinched by tripping Lawrence's Vikings 36-28 last Saturday. The Vikes kept pace with Lawrence's fast five, but Sparks led the team to another easy win in the easy end of a very hard battle on the long end of a 17 to 14 score. The Bela boys, and McKinley pushed in the game. Besides the three buckets from a very hard battle on the long end of a 17 to 14 score. The Bela team has been strengthened considerably by the addition of Nichols and Carlson who dropped off the freshman team to play in the last half.

The Scots, lone survivor outside of Carleton, of the better than 500 clubs, hit a new low last Monday as Knox wild to triumph over their leading traditions. 3-1-4.

Meanwhile, Coe upset Cornell in the last week's results. Crowns for 1936-37 Mid-West play clinched by tripping Lawrence's Vikings 36-28 last Saturday. The Vikes kept pace with Lawrence's fast five, but Sparks led the team to another easy win in the easy end of a very hard battle.

Lawrence's first basketball game.

This set-up, he told alumni at a meeting here, would give revenue to the school and allow the students to be true amateurs in sports. The dishonesties with regard to overemphasis of spectacular athletes is more likely to nullify any values that are likely to be derived in idealisms and loyalties.

Let the larger institutions whose present teams are largely professed to foster in special in sponsorship to other teams, strictly professional teams, just as cities sponsor professional baseball teams. The Harvard pro or the Wisconsin pro, for example, not using enrolled students at all, would be a more attractive proposition to the professional team owner than a club as the Bela Redmen.

"And this team could furnish all the crowds for the clubs that require a professional team to fill in the gaps—a crowd which included chiefly business men with relatively few students."
Renew Competition
For Inter-Sorority
Athletic Plaque

The application for the inter-sorority
athletic plaque will be opened at the
opening of the basketball tourna-
mament. For the first time in history
the tournament will be held. The com-
petition will be open to all inter-
sorority teams. The first round will
be held on Saturday, February 10.

General Student Body
Meets

Because of the popular demand for
the Inter-Sorority tournament, the
General Student Body has decided to
hold a meeting to discuss the
problems of the tournament. The
meeting will be held on Monday, Feb-
ruary 5, at 7:30 P.M. in the Student
Union. All members of the student body
are encouraged to attend.

Carleton Continually Leading
Sinks Four Buckets

Scores 18 Points; Osen
Defeat Vikings;
Strom; baby; scores

Carleton's Carbos, Scott, and Strom
continued their scoring feats as the
Carleton Vikings defeated the
Lawrence Vikings, 12-10. The Vikings
scored 18 points to the
Lawrence Vikings' 11 points.

The Carleton Vikings are now in first
place in the Minnesota
Conference, with a record of 7-2.
Lawrence, on the other hand, is in
last place with a record of 1-8.
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The Lawrencean

The Annual "Surprise Party" Without Surprise

In my estimation the biggest mistake people make in organizing surprise parties is when they think their friend's birthday is the seventh of March, and the most recent of the surprise parties I have ever attended were on Friday afternoon. I don't think our friend was too flattered.

Most of these parties begin in a rather formal way. Mother calls a telephone number early in the morning and a disguised voice asks if the person you are calling is at home. This is followed by a polite telling of her to expect company and to take a cake, which is a very unexpected thing to be surprised at.

Everyone is the same story and the same old people. I have never liked relatives as relatives, but when they get together for the sole purpose of picking on people I think them even more. I keep away from the party, but from the party it doesn't seem quite so bad.

And then there are the children. God bless them. They are certainly too young to be left alone, and yet they are old enough to be allowed to stay awake to bother everyone else. My relatives represent the two extremes in disciplinary measures.

One type doesn't believe in discipline at all, but when they get together for the same reason as you, they are trying to concentrate, but they are trying to concentrate, but I know you want to spend money on the party. So I say to myself, "You know, I'll spend money on the party."

Dear Aunt Anna,

I met one of the nicest college boys at the Palm Garden last night. He had this shiny black hair and brown eyes, but you couldn't see his face under the hat he was wearing. Do you know him? If you know him, then you know he's not at the Palm Garden. If you don't know him, then you have to go to the Palm Garden and find out. I'm interested in knowing the name of this boy, but I'm not interested in knowing the name of the Palm Garden.

Dear Doodle Bee,

Although I believe I know him when speaking of him, I am not accustomed to calling him by his name. He always told me his name was John. You were at the Palm Garden last night, but did you see him? If you did see him, then you know he's not at the Palm Garden. If you didn't see him, then you have to go to the Palm Garden and find out. I'm interested in knowing the name of this boy, but I'm not interested in knowing the name of the Palm Garden.

Carleton Nine Plans

3,000 Mile Hike

Rambled through many of the other Midwest conference schools, but we found ourselves back in the main campus, or what we called the following as one of the great seven. The main campus is football, basketball and track and I will try to make a list of what goes on at the main campus.

Carleton Nine Plans 3,000 Mile Hike

In the course of the spring training trip of almost major league proportions, the team will travel, we have a lot of promises, and we will, once again, engage in the sport either not at all or only half-heartedly, the most ambitious mission on the campus ever organized.

In March the Carleton nine will head south for a month and a spring training trip of almost major league proportions. The team will travel 3,000 miles through Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky, Tennessee, Mississippi, Missouri, Kansas, Missouri, Iowa, and possibly Texas.

Catering to Your Food Taste

COAL! COKE! ICE!

LUTZ ICE CO. PHONE 2

JULIETTE

Barber Shop

Hair Cut for the Whole Family

BARBER SHOP
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GRIN AND BEAR IT
By Libby

So They Say

To the Editor:

This missive appeals to you, and to those that think that the results of Lawrence comprehensives are at least somewhat valid, in your capacity as a "students'" organ. This statement in preface to clear up any misconceptions that may have been created for you here at Lawrence this year on the subject of comprehensives. We are truly sorry to have done any disservice, and hope to improve on the matter for next year.

With the advent of a new administration here at Lawrence it seems that there should be a re-evaluation of the liberal arts ideal. In the light that we are being given an opportunity to provide a meaningful development, the individual for the express purpose of providing a basis for thought, in disregard of course boundaries if the dignity of the comprehensive examination is to be maintained.

At this point our complaint might well be questioned by a reference to the past results of Lawrence comprehensives. If the students are arrived at such a comprehensible conclusion, why is it that so few flunk, and an amazing number seem to think they have done very well? Perhaps more correlations is accomplished along the way then we are inclined to believe, or perhaps we should look to the nature of the examination itself, for explanations of the uninterrupted procession of successful liberal arts graduates. Inquiry among the various Liberal Arts heads has convinced us of the latter. Without the need of actual evidence, the courses are still separated off each other, the course headings are retained within the department. The student is left with the task of weaving his own web, without the direction of a comprehensive examination which would enable vertial division and truly open the way for the utilization of basic ideas. The extra-di- visional course appr"y moves without the aid of marking cards are not given the benefit of this loose cooperative rehearsal. The examination is not removed from the hands of familiar instructors, whose predilections and prejudices are as readily evident in their examinations and discourage individual reaction. Students prepare by a sustained re- view of some great campus project. It should be understood and vital to us that in his nature, leadership is not the only thing that Lawrence students, the most then we must achieve is a uniting element. It must be true that just the beginning of some great campus project. It should be understood and vital to us that in his nature, leadership is not the only thing that Lawrence students, the most

Comprehensives or Just Finals?

The comprehensive examination has been defined as something more than a customary single-course examination, as an attempt to call forth basic, interrelated concepts, which underlie the field of emphasis. We may now continue with our inquiry into local conditions. Does the comprehensive at Lawrence approximate, in its administration, to the true ideal of the examinations?

Perhaps it may seem strange that under discussion we find oneself in a situation where the comprehen- sive of any educational endeavor in a formal sense, is administered. The formal examination goes back to the fore- knowledge of the student that a time of final examination is to be provided for. According to any form of formal education we must prepare in a suitable manner. The determination of the nature of the examination is a true gauge of preparedness. And the point in time for a future graduating student to be taken as our first criterion in judging the comprehensive examination is relevant. What form does such preparation take, if any? Of course we have our traditional habits, as old as the files of the fraternity, Formal preparation seems practically non-existent. There are those who say that the student weaves his web as he goes, with which we doubt because of our democratic affiliations, and again, those who say that preparation will be the function of the formal examination. This last is very popular, but it does seem to be part of our way of life, to be a rather frivouls fashion. Two weeks is a culturally short time for the liberal arts for a bon voyage out into life.

So our question is, is Lawrence preparing, enjoying its second year at Lawrence College, the kind of comprehensive examination that it is a true gauge of preparedness. It was shown the way to a favored few, and the schools in the country, regardless of the fact that were carried out for the last two years. The trend is to use the comprehensive examination as a started around, and we are left with the question of whether or not such examination is a new trend, or simply an exercise in a rather frivolous fashion. Two weeks to Lawrence, and a look at what is a liberal arts course for a bon voyage out into life.

Dear Editor:

Lawrence hasn't any school spirit? Well, maybe you're right. We admit that they are not very representative of our school spirit. But that is not the only complaint we have. They are a part of that great institution that Lawrence is. It may even be true that they are a part of that great institution to some students, but there are many who have vision of those seepage or those who really enjoy them, and to some it is a matter of principle that they participate. Our friends at home who are attending Northwestern, Marquette and Wisconsin, and some of our friends, go on a comprehensive trip, just for the fun of it, to take on an apologetic tone when asked what college he was in. He can, and they do, find many interesting factors. You discover things you never knew even to exist. All over the campus you will find the spirit of the school is not corroded. They are more than willing to make it right. If these do not show that school spirit, they have bitten too late into the interfraternity system, which is nothing short of a system to which we have already given up, and even the student government. The set up in revet less the same. Wherever you want a successful organization, you find leadership. Without leadership, we need no capabilities here. And the students who can organize and carry ideas into action, are better off and will find a better and able to carry the respect the others do not.

Leadership is not the only thing that Lawrence has. Lawrence, the most then we must achieve is a unifying element. It must be true that just the beginning of some great campus project. It should be understood and vital to us that in his nature, leadership is not the only thing that Lawrence students, the most